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01. DIRECTORS
COLUMN

You asked, they answered..

Sharoon Saleem

Khurram Haider

Q. Who would you consider to be the
funniest of the MC?
I genuinely find Khurram Haider to be the
funniest of the lot. He is so all over the
place it cracks me up, recently he ended
up eating raw red chilies in garnishing at
a Chinese restaurant and then spent the
dinner jumping on his seat in agony.

Q. Who would you trust not to lose
something important out of the MC?
Sharoon, he is obsessively organized.

Q. What’s the secret behind your body
transformation?
I think I was always into fitness but that
aspect got ignored in earlier part of my
20s. Cycling brought back the feeling of
enjoyable pain of endurance sport. I think
there is nothing better than to have a
healthy body that enables one to function
to the fullest.
Yasir Memon

Q. Out of the MC, who would you trust
to give the best food recommendation?
Sharoon is the foodie amongst us
four and loves to try new places. His
recommendations are generally good.
Q. Any tips on managing work/life balance?
Live your passion!

|

Jugnu

Q. What is the secret behind your
energetic drive?
I have always believed in working for the
love of work alone and nothing else.
“No work is insignificant. All labor that
uplifts humanity has dignity and importance
and should be undertaken with painstaking
excellence.” – Martin Luther King Jr.

Ahsan Khan

Q. If you could make one phone call to
someone out of the MC, in a time of
crisis, who would it be?
Yasir : For all matters
Sharoon : Product related issues
Khurram : Jugaro solution
Q. How has the transition been for you
from your life in Pakistan to your life in
Singapore?
Must be amazing experience, especially
knowing the other side ( living in Singapore
for last 8 years)
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02. WHAT’S
HAPPENING?
Cyber Security Workshop
in Hyderabad
A two-day Application Security Workshop was
held at Lal Qila Hyderabad in October 2020.
The focus of this workshop was on key insights
and industry standard best practices to build
secure applications.
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02. WHAT’S HAPPENING
AT JUGNU
|

Jugnu

Jugnu Cross Dock – New Avenues!
Jugnu has achieved a milestone of starting warehousing operations by the opening of
Jugnu Cross Dock on October 1, 2020. The aim of Jugnu’s Cross Dock would be to aid in
management of inventory along with providing seamless servicing orders to retailers.
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03. NEW BEGINNINGS!

|
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AFTER

BEFORE

To win in the market, you must first win in the workplace – Doug Conant
Hyderabad Office underwent a major change this year with a newly renovated
office inauguration on 29th October 2020. It surely was a transformation!
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03. NEW BEGINNINGS!
Here’s what our employees in Hyderabad had to say
about the office:
Kamal Shams

This renovation really means a lot for the entire
Hyderabad team, I remember that one of our directors
always said that “I want Salesflo to be a place where
everyone wishes to work here.” So, this effort is one
of the steps to make this wish come true.
Iqra Baloch

The recent renovation in our office has given a fresh look
to the office. Now working in a well-organized place
makes us more energetic to work. I love the new color
themes and the modern look.

Danish Khan

Good environment creates a good culture and Good culture
make the people great!
When I look back and and compare the Hyderabad office, I
say “Shukhar Alhmadulilah!”
I still remember the first day of office opening after renovation, it felt like a celebration where everyone was excited and
happy to see this unbelievable office transformation.
In the end, I would like to mention a quote,
“Working environment is like a playground not a battleground”

Shah Muhammad
Anum Zaheer

Before, the office used to be just a rough building, but
now, it is a place where everyone will surely want to
work at.
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It’s amazing to work at such a beautiful office.
Absolutely satisfying environment. Lucky to be part
of Salesflo.
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Go Live for Salesflo Core
Day Fresh & Mehran Spices have joined
Salesflo with their Go Lives during this
quarter. Achievement Unlocked!

Go Live for Salesflo Sight
Unilever has joined Salesflo Sight with
their first Go Live in October 2020. Huge
Achievement!

Salesflo

Salesflo

MD/SD Go Live
Engro has joined Salesflo with their Go
Live on architectural change – MD/SD in
December 2020.

Salesflo Sight

04. SUCCEEDING
EVERYDAY
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Applications utilized in the market

Go Live for Engage
HBL pilot went successfully for their
BDO program in October 2020. Huge
Achievement!
Engage Application
HBL used Geo-tagging in Engage which
is a multi-level process where each
place will pass through multiple levels of
questionnaires before being inducted in their
place universe.
It aims to convert many communications
shops to use HBL’s Mobile Financial Service
as part of their Branchless Banking Services.

Salesflo

Go Live for Storeviz
Mehran Foods has joined with Storeviz
with their BA program in December 2020.
Achievement Unlocked!

Jugnu

Storeviz/Engage

04. SUCCEEDING
EVERYDAY

Jugnu Dock – Jugnu Dock is an internal
application developed especially for
seamless warehouse operations such as
inventory management of SKUs and visibility
of SKUs in the warehouse along with
ensuring transparency of units.
Jugnu Performance Tracking – An internal
application with trackers to determine
Demand Fulfillment and Generation
along with Weekly tracking of Jugnu’s
performance. It also provides Dashboards for
all suppliers.
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HAMZA KHAN
05. ONE MINUTE WITH

Q1. What’s something your brain tries to make you do and you
have to will yourself not to do it?
The craving for KFC wings every day!
Q2. If you could know the absolute and total truth to one question, what question would you ask others?
How to build a time machine.

Q8. If you could add one thing to Salesflo’s office, what would it
be?
A Chill Room, where we can have easily accessible chocolates, a fridge
full of beverages and a calm place for a quick power nap.
Q9. What’s your secret talent that no one knows about?
I love to experiment.

Q3. If your life was a movie, what would it be called?
The Last ChairBender.

Q10. What’s the best meal you have ever had?
BBQ Prawns.

Q4. What was the last show you binge-watched?
All the seasons of Money Heist.

Q11. What was the first thing you bought with your first salary?
Bought my self a new Android phone

Q5. What is on your bucket list?
Okay so I have many things in this list:
- Touch six out of the seven continents (Antarctica is optional!)
- Sky Diving
- Spend a week camping off the grid
- Attend a Champions League Final
- Speak at an industry conference or event
- Become a millionaire!

Q12. If you could teach a class on one thing, what would it be and
why?
BI ofcourse! I am the BI Lead :p
Q13. Show the best meme you have in your phone.

Q6. What is the strangest dream you have ever had?
I dreamt of myself dreaming another dream.
Q7. Who would you crown as the funniest person at Salesflo?
Why?
Sir Khurram. He always comes up with the most bizarre analogies.
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06. BABA JEE KO SAB
MALOOM HAI

Beach trip kab hogi phir say?
Aaj blue hai paani paani aur din bhi sunny sunny – aajao oh
on the beach, baba jee ki photo zara kheech! Toh chalain
phir?
How to save money?
This is quite simple… leave your wallet at home!
Salary kab barhay gi baba jee?
Bachay jab aap kaam karna start karaingay, salary khud
barh jaye gii.
Iss saal vaccine kab aye gi baba jee?
Meri stand-up hai WHO kay saath, salesflo ki special
vaccine ka design document tayaar horaha hai.
Baba Jee hamay winter vacations kyun nahi milti?
Babu, aapko hum lifetime vacations denay ko tyaar hain,
chahyiye? Soch lo offer expire na hojaye!

07. TEAM SPOTLIGHT
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, JUGNU - WEB

Shakir Ali

Faisal Ahmed

Muhammad Nauman

Programmer (noun.) - prow.gram.uh

Q1.What was the biggest challenge your team faced this year and what
did you learn from it?
The biggest challenge my team faced was relocation to Lahore. We
learned to adapt as per situation for long term benefit for the company
and ourselves.

Q1. What was the biggest challenge your team faced this year and what
did you learn from it?
The partition of Salesflo & Jugnu was the biggest challenge that we faced
this year and we learnt “Innallaha Ma As Sabireen” (Indeed, The God is
with the people who have patience).

Q2. One of the craziest thing your team member has done? And who?
Once Mr. X from my team deleted all Jugnu promotions from backend by
mistake, so we had to recover it.

Q2. One of the craziest thing your team member has done? And who?
The craziest moment was when I saw Nauman after lockdown because his
transformation.

Q3. Song title that describes: (You have to answer for your team
members)
- Faisal
“Sar jo tera chakray, ya dil dooba jae, ajaa pyare paas hamaray kahay
ghabarae!”
- Nauman
“Bachnaa Ae Haseeno Lo me Agayaaa!”

Q3. Song title that describes: (You have to answer for your team members)
- Shakir
Andheri Ratoon main, Sunsan office main, bus aik banda code karta he, Jise
hum Shakir kahte he.
- Nauman
Apna Time Ayega.
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Q1. What was the biggest challenge your team faced this year and
what did you learn from it?
The biggest challenge our team faced was to give our best to make
Jugnu the number 1 B2B platform in Pakistan especially now that it is
a separate entity.
Q2. One of the craziest thing your team member has done? And
who?
Faisal & Shakir both started Gym hahahahha super crazy moment.
Q3. Song title that describes: (You have to answer for your team
members)
- Shakir

Badshah mein Badshah!
- Faisal

Aise na mujhe tum dekho!
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08. NEVER HAVE I EVER

Here’s a Never Have I Ever Quiz –
Office Edition. Your Score from 0-10 will determine how much of a true Office Patakha are you!
You score a point if you have gone through that scenario!
Score between 0-3: Glorified Bacha

Score between 4-6: Na Idhar ka Na Udhar Ka

Never Have I Ever..
• Fallen asleep during a standup meeting.
• Lied about completing 70% of the work when I hadn’t even started it.
• Asked anyone for a treat.
• Pretended to like cycling just to impress the MC
• Played table tennis before 5 pm.
• Sneaked in office post 11:30am.
• Walked to the coffee counter just because one of the directors was standing there.
• Sent an email with the wrong attachment.
• Missed calls from Line Managers on purpose.
• Made a health excuse to get a day off from work.

Score between 7-10: Office Patakha

NOT HAVE

HAVE

09. NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION
|
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2021
My goal is to become a Certified
Tester of Pakistan and to achieve
this goal I have to pass the exam of
ISTQB (International Software Testing
Quality Board). After clearing this
exam my name would be shown on
the official website of Pakistan software
testing board in the list of certified
testers of Pakistan.

My new year’s resolution is, “Change
what I can’t accept, and accept what I
can’t change.”

I have two New Year’s Resolutions, the
first one is to become more successful
in 2021. The second is to lose some
fat. (P.S it’s not some, it’s massive :-p)

My New Year’s Resolution is to return
back to 2019 :p

To learn to be happier and content
with life.
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS

What are people:
Reading?

Watching?

One Child

Daredevil

“China’s most radical social experiment”
By Mei Fong
We’ve all heard about China enforcing the one-child policy in the
late 80’s which ultimately resulted in massive population control and
led to the economic growth of the country.
However, this book gives a very interesting perspective on the
social and psychological repercussions of this policy. Imagine if
every child born in a country between 30 years is the only child of
his/her parents, what a “little emperor” kind of feeling he/she must
have been raised with. The author takes us through insightful and
eye-opening tales about China’s brutal and bureaucratic ways of
leadership to achieve this inhumane goal.

Everyone loves an underdog story where the protagonist
has nothing to lose and ends up being successful at the end.
Contrastingly, I came across this series called the ‘Scam 1992’ where
the protagonist actually belongs to a certain middle-class family but
hopes to make it big.
The story is about Harshad Mehta, the stock broker who entered
the stock market as a rookie but changed the landscape in a few
years making him the big bull of the share market.
Harshad Mehta exploited the irregularities in the share market of
bombay by pumping excessive cash into the market through banks.
The term he coined for this was “Bankerage”.
I would really suggest that you all should watch this series if you’re
interested in the stock market and how it has evolved over time.

Hina Shaukat

Mukarram Ali Khan

Listening to?

Eating?

Podcast

Colette by Xanders

Making Sense with Sam Harris by Sam Harris

Who said crepes are boring? Colette by xanders is a French
Creperie & bakery located next to Xanders E-Street Karachi. The
cozy vibes & a twist in their menu makes it a must visit place!

Deebaj Mehdi

Rabbia Iqbal
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS

What are people cooking?
Here’s a recipe Chef Roshaan Ashraf
promises will always bring you
in a happy mood
Chocolate Fudge Brownies
Ingredients
8 oz good-quality chocolate (225 g),
semi-sweet
12 tablespoons butter, melted
1 ¼ cups sugar (250 g)
2 eggs

2 teaspoons vanilla extract
¾ cup all-purpose flour (95 g)
¼ cup cocoa powder (30 g)
1 teaspoon salt

Method

Serves
4-5
|
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Cooking Time
1 hr

Method
Oven Bake

Difficulty level
Easy

Preheat the oven to 350°F (180°C). Line an 8-inch (20 cm) square baking dish with
parchment paper.
Chop the chocolate into chunks. Melt half of the chocolate in the microwave in 20-second
intervals, saving the other half for later.
In a large bowl, mix the butter and sugar with an electric hand mixer, then beat in the
eggs and vanilla for 1-2 minutes, until the mixture becomes fluffy and light in color.
Whisk in the melted chocolate (make sure it’s not too hot or else the eggs will cook), then
sift in the flour, cocoa powder, and salt. Fold to incorporate the dry ingredients, being
careful not to overmix as this will cause the brownies to be more cake-like in texture.
Fold in the chocolate chunks, then transfer the batter to the prepared baking dish.
Bake for 20-25 minutes, depending on how fudgy you like your brownies, then cool
completely.
Slice, then serve with a nice cold glass of milk!
Enjoy!

11. ACHIEVEMENTS
UNLOCKED
|
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These four employees successfully completed “Leadership Principles” course from Harvard Business School.
Here’s what they had to say about one Aha! Moment from this training;

My Aha! Moment was when I realized
that this was an outstanding course
for leaders and I wish that I had
undergone this certification in the
earlier leadership stages of my life.
- Kamal Shams

When I realized that you have an image
of how you think you are as a leader but
if you really start to wonder about your
day-to-day actions from a neutral point of
view, you question if your team thinks of
you as the same and what impact do I have
on them along with how well do I manage
my own emotions? This really gives a
good reflection of how you really are as a
leader. To be a better leader you need to
have undistorted visibility into your own
strengths and weaknesses and need to be
able to gauge the emotions that you are
personally experiencing.
- Mohammad Hamza Khan
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11. ACHIEVEMENTS
UNLOCKED
|
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These four employees successfully completed “Leadership Principles” course from Harvard Business School.
Here’s what they had to say about one Aha! Moment from this training;

Reflecting upon what i thought
“leadership” was and what different
approaches to leadership are.
How leadership is less of managing
people and more of inspiring them,
helping them become the best
versions of themselves.
- Shahmir Khan

Leadership is a service to your team,
constantly answering the question : How
can I be of service to you? Leadership is
more about managing self than managing
others. Analyzing yourself critically first
before you move on to manage others.
- Muhammad Hamza
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11. ACHIEVEMENTS UNLOCKED

Hasan Zafar, with his team, won the Karachi
Bulls Invitational Basketball Tournament
2020-2021. Huge Achievement!!
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Ahzam Sannan tied the knot with
Ramsha Abbas on 1st November 2020

Shakir Ali tied the knot with Shiza on
26th December 2020.

Syed Faraz and Anum Muneer tied the
knot on 7th November 2020

Moin Uddin tied the knot with Alishba
on 1st January 2021.

12. Wedding Announcements!
|
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#WHAT’S TRENDING?

World: “Have a nice weekend”

World: “Company wide whatsapp groups discussing
targets and goals.”

Salesflo: “Half day hai kya?

Salesflo: “Company wide whatsapp groups
celebrating birthdays and weddings.”

World: “I have a lot of work, staying late”

World: “It will take 2 weeks to complete this
project”

Salesflo: “Table tennis khelna hai kya?”

Salesflo: “MDSD jitna time tou nahi lagey ga?”

World: “Many Congrats bro!”

World: “different passwords for different
portals”

Salesflo: “Treat kahan hai?”
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Salesflo: “123$$ for anything and everything”
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|

SPOTTED

Jugnu
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SPOTTED

who did it better?
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